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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a database that contains a user-defined function named Schema1.Udfl and two
tables named Schema1.Table1 and Schema1.Table2.
Schema1.Table1 has 1 million rows. The schema for Schema1.Table1 is configured as shown in
the following table.
Schema1.Udf1 was defined by using the following code:
You need to write a query that will contain the following columns:
- Country
- CountryID - CustomerName
The solution must meet the following requirements:
- Rows must be returned only if the function returns data. - The amount of time it takes the
query to execute must be minimized.
Which query should you use?
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements are TRUE?
A) Regression testing and acceptance testing are the same.
B) Regression tests show if all defects have been resolved.
C) Regression tests are typically well-suited for test automation.
D) Regression tests are performed to find out if code changes have introduced or uncovered
defects.
E) Regression tests should be performed in integration testing.
A. A, C and E are true; B and D are false.
B. C and D are true; A, B and E are false.
C. A, C and D and E are true; B is false.
D. B and E are true; A, C and D are false.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit button.
Referring to the exhibit, you want to use source NAT to translate the Web server's IP address to
the IP address of ge-0/0/2.
Which source NAT type accomplishes this task and always performs PAT?
A. reverse source NAT
B. standard pool-based NAT
C. interface-based source NAT
D. source NAT with address shifting
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
How does a zone paid handle traffic if the policy definition of the zone pair is missing?
A. it permits and logs all traffic
B. it inspects all traffic
C. It permits all traffic without logging.
D. it drops all traffic
Answer: D
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